Online attendance / presentation

As your safety is our top priority and concern, the conference has added online attendance / presentation for participants in case of you cannot attend the conference because of the COVID-19. Participants will benefit of registration fee reduction after choosing online attendance / presentation. Accepted papers after registration will still be published normally.

Paper Publication

Journal of Communications
(JCM, 1796-2021 (Online); 2374-4367 (Print))
Abstracting/Indexing: Scopus; DBLP; CrossRef, EBSCO, Google Scholar; etc.

International Journal of Machine Learning and Computing (IJMLC, ISSN: 2010-3700)
Abstracting/Indexing: Inspec (IET), Google Scholar, Crossref, ProQuest, Electronic Journals Library.

Journal of Software
(JSW, ISSN: 1796-217X)
Abstracting/ Indexing: DBLP, EBSCO, ProQuest, INSPEC, ULRICH's Periodicals Directory, WorldCat, etc.

Journal of Computers
(JCP, ISSN: 1796-203X)
Abstracting/ Indexing: DBLP, EBSCO, ProQuest, INSPEC, ULRICH's Periodicals Directory, WorldCat, CNKI, etc.

Journal of Image and Graphics
(JOIG, ISSN: 2301-3699)
Abstracting/ Indexing: Ulrich's Periodicals Directory, Google Scholar, Crossref, IndexCopernicus, etc.

Submit Your Manuscript

- Submit your full paper or abstract directly to Electronic Submission System.
- The conference secretary will assign a Paper ID to the submission from iccsit@iacsit.net within three working days. To ensure receipt of all correspondence from the conference, please add iccsit@iacsit.net as acceptable emails to receive.
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Program Co-chairs
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Steering Committee
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TOPICS

- Digital System and Logic Design
- E-commerce and E-governance
- Biomedical Engineering
- Automated Software Engineering
- Distributed Systems
- Computer Animation
- Image Processing
- Computer Architecture & VLSI

Topics of interest for submission include, but are not limited to above list, please click http://www.iccsit.org/cfp.html to check more details

CONTACT

Ms. Gloria Liang
E-mai: iccsit@iacsit.net
Tel: +86-18000547208
Office Time: 9:30--18:00, Monday to Friday (GMT+8 Time Zone)